Muscle tone regulation during REM sleep: neural circuitry and clinical significance
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ABSTRACT

Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is a distinct behavioral state characterized by an activated cortical and hippocampal electroencephalogram (EEG) and concurrent muscle atonia. Research conducted over the past 50 years has revealed the neuronal circuits responsible for the generation and maintenance of REM sleep, as well as the pathways involved in generating the cardinal signs of REM sleep such as cortical activation and muscle atonia. The generation and maintenance of REM sleep appear to involve a widespread network in the pons and medulla. The caudal laterodorsal tegmental nucleus (cLDT) and sublaterodorsal nucleus (SLD) within the dorsolateral pons contain REM-on neurons, and the ventrolateral periaqueductal grey (vlPAG) contains REM-off neurons. The interaction between these structures is proposed to regulate REM sleep amounts. The cLDT-SLD neurons project to the basal forebrain via the parabrachial-precoeruleus (PB-PC) complex, and this pathway may be critical for the EEG activation seen during REM sleep. Descending SLD glutamatergic projections activating the premotor neurons in the ventromedial medulla and spinal cord interneurons bring about muscle atonia and suppress phasic muscle twitches in spinal musculature. In contrast, phasic muscle twitches in the masseter muscles may be driven by glutamatergic neurons in the rostral parvicellular reticular nucleus (PCRt); however, the brain regions responsible for generating phasic twitches in other cranial muscles, including facial muscles and the tongue, are not clear.
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Introduction

Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, a unique state in the sleep-wake cycle when vivid dreams occur, was originally discovered by Aserinsky and Kleitman who observed the periodic occurrence of eye movements during sleep in humans (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953). Following Dement’s demonstration of a similar phenomenon in cats, Jouvet and Michel showed that this stage of sleep is also accompanied by a complete loss of tone in the somatic musculature (Dement and Kleitman, 1957a,b; Jouvet and Michel, 1959). Jouvet termed this stage of sleep ‘paradoxical sleep’ (PS), because central activation and peripheral inhibition occurred simultaneously during this stage. Central activation during REM sleep includes cortical (high frequency, low amplitude EEG) and hippocampal activation (theta waves) and ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves (P-waves in rats). The magnitude of cortical and hippocampal activation during REM sleep is as great as, if not higher than, that observed during wakefulness. The prominent hippocampal theta rhythm (4-9 Hz oscillations) is also seen in rodents during active exploration, suggesting that the hippocampus and cortex are highly engaged...
(as in learning and memory processes) during REM sleep. Indeed, a variety of studies in humans and animals indicate that REM sleep and the hippocampal theta and P-waves observed during this state are involved in various aspects of learning and memory processes (Louie and Wilson, 2001; Stickgold et al., 2001; Datta et al., 2004, 2005; Poe et al., 2010). On the other hand, suppression of REM sleep by brain lesions or by pharmacological manipulations did not have any apparent effect on learning and memory in humans or animals (van Hulzen and Coenen, 1982; Lavie and Tzischinsky, 1985; Kaminer and Lavie, 1991; Parent et al., 1999; Vertes and Eastman, 2000; Rasch et al., 2009). Thus, the importance of REM sleep in learning and memory is not clear.

Peripheral inhibition during REM sleep consists of complete muscle atonia in the somatic musculature (except the ocular and inner ear muscles and diaphragm) (Jouvet and Michel, 1959; Jouvet, 1967; Siegel, 2011). However, the atonia is accompanied by brief phasic twitches in both cranial and spinal musculature. Under normal circumstances, phasic events rarely occur in the spinal musculature in rats, but they are very prominent in the cranial muscles of the jaw, eye, and tongue (Chase and Morales, 1990; Lavigne et al., 2001; Lu et al., 2005; Burgess et al., 2008; Anaclet et al., 2010; Fraigne and Orem, 2011). In addition to cortical activation and muscle atonia, REM sleep is accompanied by an increase in brain temperature, cessation of thermoregulation and autonomic fluctuation: irregularities in heart and respiratory rates, penile erection in men and clitoral enlargement in women (Kawamura and Sawyer, 1965; Walker et al., 1983; Hendricks et al., 1991; Murali et al., 2003; Hirshkowitz and Schmidt, 2005). However, in this review article, we will mainly focus on the neuronal mechanisms of REM sleep generation and muscle atonia, and briefly describe the other cardinal signs of REM sleep at the end.

REM sleep generation involves a widespread network in the brainstem

The dorsolateral pons is critical for REM sleep control

Although cats with complete midbrain transections (cerveau isolé) enter a coma-like state for a few days following transections, regular sleep-wake cycles eventually return in these animals (Bremer, 1935; Villablanca et al., 2001). This suggests that the forebrain is independently capable of regulating sleep-wake behavior. On the other hand, cats (and rats) with midbrain transections do not display signs of REM sleep in the forebrain (cortical EEG desynchronization, PGO and hippocampal theta waves), indicating that the isolated forebrain is incapable of producing REM and that the sites responsible for the generation of REM sleep are located in the brainstem. A series of transection studies from Michel Jouvet’s lab, and later from Jerry Siegel’s lab, showed that the REM sleep generating neurons are localized in the pontine tegmentum (Jouvet, 1965; Siegel et al., 1984, 1986; Siegel, 2011). In line with these findings, large electrolytic and cell-specific lesions of the dorsolateral pons consistently suppressed REM sleep in cats (Jouvet, 1962; Carli and Zanchetti, 1965; Jouvet and Delorme, 1965; Sastre et al., 1981; Webster and Jones, 1988). Cholinergic neurons in the pons were first proposed to be involved in REM sleep generation, as systemic administration of a cholinergic antagonist, atropine, suppressed REM sleep in cats (Jouvet, 1962). Experiments that followed further showed that microinjections of carbachol in several sites in the pons and medulla could induce REM sleep (George et al., 1964; Vanni-Mercier et al., 1989, 1991). These early studies, along with the observation that brainstem monoaminergic neurons cease firing during REM sleep, formed the basis for the development of McCarley and Hobson’s (1975) ‘reciprocal interaction’ model of REM sleep generation. According to the model, the pontine cholinergic REM sleep generator is tonically inhibited by pontine REM-off monoaminergic neurons during wake, but during NREM sleep the inhibitory monoaminergic tone gradually wanes and cholinergic excitation waxes until eventually REM sleep is generated. It was then hypothesized that mesopontine cholinergic neurons, including the pedunculopontine tegmentum (PPT) and laterodorsal pontine tegmentum (LDT), are involved in REM sleep generation. However, many studies that followed did not support this hypothesis. For example, although many neurons in the PPT and LDT region were found to contain neurons that are active during REM, most of them were also active during wake (Kayama et al., 1992; Datta and Hobson, 1994; Datta and Siwek, 2002). Moreover, there is no direct
evidence that those REM-active neurons were cholinergic. For example, Steriade and colleagues demonstrated that most pontine neurons projecting to the thalamus are active during both REM sleep and wake (Steriade et al., 1990a,b). As both cholinergic and non-cholinergic (presumably glutamatergic) neurons in the PPT and LDT project to the thalamus, this study could not confirm that the recorded neurons were cholinergic (Steriade et al., 1990b; Motts and Schofield, 2011). Similarly, a subpopulation of LDT neurons was shown to be maximally active during REM sleep but silent during wake (Kayama et al., 1992). Although these authors proposed that these neurons were “possibly” cholinergic based on their firing properties and localization of the recording sites using NADPH-diaphorase immunochemistry (which labels dorsomedial pontine cholinergic neurons), the neurons themselves were not identified as cholinergic by means of juxtacellular labeling. Thus, though it is possible that a subpopulation of mesopontine cholinergic neurons is active specifically during REM sleep, it has never been directly demonstrated. Moreover, very limited cFos expression was observed in the LDT-PPT cholinergic neurons following periods of enhanced REM sleep in rodents (Verret et al. 2005; Lu et al. 2006), and neurotoxic lesions of the PPT or LDT (which destroys both cholinergic and non-cholinergic neurons) did not reduce REM sleep (Deurveilher and Hennevin, 2001; Lu et al., 2006). On the other hand, neurotoxic lesions of the subcoeruleus in cats resulted in a reduction in REM sleep amounts (Shouse and Siegel, 1992). It has also been well established that this region contains a population of neurons firing only during REM sleep (REM-on or PS-on neurons) (Sakai et al., 1981, 2001; Sakai, 1986, 1988; Sakai and Koyama, 1996). These REM-on neurons are completely silent during wake, exhibit a significant increase in discharge rate prior to the onset of REM sleep, maintain their firing throughout REM sleep, and stop firing during the transition from REM to NREM or wake (Sakai, 1988). Moreover, small volumes of carbachol injected into the subcoeruleus produced REM sleep with the shortest latency compared to when injected in other brainstem regions, including the oral pontine nucleus and gigantocellular tegmental field (FTG), the two most studied regions for the cholinergic control of REM sleep (Vanni-Mercier et al., 1989, 1991). These studies indicate that the subcoeruleus neurons may form the ‘REM generator’ in the brainstem. The subcoeruleus has been the focus of many other sleep researchers investigating REM sleep mechanisms, although a variety of names such as peri-locus coeruleus alpha, peribrachial region and pontine inhibitory region were used to describe this region in cats (Hu et al., 1989; Lai and Siegel, 1991; Xi et al., 2001). The equivalent region in rats is described as the sublatrodorsal nucleus (SLD) (Swanson, 1998; Boissard et al., 2002, 2003; Lu et al., 2006; Luppi et al., 2006). As all of our results were obtained from rats and mice, we will use the term ‘SLD’ throughout this review to represent this pontine region critical for REM control in all species, including humans. Consistent with the results of subcoeruleus lesions in cats, small ibotenic acid lesions of the dorsolateral pons, including the SLD and caudal LDT (cLDT) but sparing most of the LDT and PPT, resulted in about 60% reduction in REM sleep in rats (Lu et al., 2006). However, there was a marked increase in NREM-to-REM transitions and a dramatic reduction in average REM bout duration, indicating severe fragmentation of REM sleep. These changes in REM sleep architecture suggest that the maintenance, but not initiation, of REM sleep is disrupted after cLDT-SLD lesions. Interestingly, lesions of either the cLDT or SLD alone did not produce these REM sleep alterations, suggesting that these structures function as one unit in REM sleep control (Lu et al., 2006). In addition to this ‘REM-on’ region in the cLDT-SLD, the pons also has been found to contain a ‘REM-off’ region comprising the ventrolateral periaqueductal grey (vPAG) and lateral pontine tegmentum (LPT). Injection of the GABA$_A$ receptor agonist muscimol into the vPAG-LPT induces REM sleep in cats, rats and guinea pigs (Sastre et al., 1996; Crochet et al., 2006; Vanini et al., 2007; Sapin et al., 2009). In addition, lesions of the vPAG and LPT increase REM sleep by increasing both the number and duration of REM bouts in rats and mice (Lu et al., 2006; Kaur et al., 2009). Hence, it was proposed that the GABAergic neurons in the vPAG-LPT may gate REM sleep occurrence regardless of state, and loss of this gating control would result in REM sleep increase and its intrusion into wakefulness (Luppi et al., 2006, 2011; Benke, 2006; Vetrugno et al., 2009). Our tracing studies indicate that there are extensive reciprocal, GABAergic connections between the
The vlPAG-LPT and SLD in rats (Lu et al., 2006). As the vlPAG-LPT GABAergic neurons project to the cLDT-SLD, and GABAergic neurons in the cLDT-SLD express cFos following enhanced REM sleep, we proposed that these two neuronal populations inhibit each other, and that this mutual inhibition produces state transitions into and out of REM sleep. These observations formed the basis for a flip-flop model of REM regulation (Lu et al., 2006). In addition, it was recently shown that about 84% of the SLD neurons expressing cFos after REM sleep hypersomnia contained vesicular glutamate transporter 2 (VGLUT2) mRNA, suggesting that the SLD glutamatergic neurons may also play a critical role in REM generation (Clement et al., 2011). As glutamate and GABA are intermingled in the cLDT-SLD, it has been difficult to characterize the respective in vivo roles of these neurotransmitters in the regulation of REM sleep using traditional methods. However, by using conditional knockout mice, we focally and selectively eliminated glutamate or GABA release from the cLDT-SLD neurons. Consistent with the cFos experiments, loss of glutamatergic neurotransmission from the cLDT-SLD neurons resulted in a major reduction in REM sleep and increase in REM fragmentation (increased number of shorter REM bouts) similar to that observed after cLDT-SLD lesions in rats (Krenzer et al., 2010). Thus, these results indicated that cLDT-SLD glutamatergic neurons are critical for the maintenance of REM sleep.

Collectively, the currently available evidence indicates that the GABAergic neurons in the vlPAG-LPT and the glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons in the cSLD-cLDT are the cell groups primarily involved in the control of REM sleep, and that their interactions may be critical for transitioning into and maintaining REM sleep. Thus, these three cell groups may be the main participants in the ‘switch’ of the flip-flop model of REM regulation (Fig. 1). As lesions of the cholinergic and monoaminergic cell groups in the brainstem did not alter the amount of spontaneous REM sleep, these cell groups were not considered a part of this switch (Lu et al., 2006). However, these cell groups may influence the main REM switch and produce changes in REM sleep or its specific aspects. For example, both the ‘REM-on’ cLDT-SLD and the ‘REM-off’ vlPAG-LPT receive afferents from the cholinergic and monoaminergic cell groups in the brainstem, and receptors for acetylcholine and monoamines are vastly expressed in these regions. SLD neurons are excited by carbachol and inhibited by norepinephrine both in vivo and in vitro, although serotonin has no effect on the REM-on neurons in the SLD (Sakai and Koyama, 1996; Sakai et al., 2001; Brown et al., 2006). In addition, cholinergic and monoaminergic agents injected systemically or locally into these regions consistently produced REM sleep changes (Vanni-Mercier et al., 1989; Sakai & Onoe, 1997; Crochet and Sakai, 1999a,b; Kubin, 2001; Crochet et al., 2006). Moreover, antidepressant drugs that increase monoaminergic tone completely suppress REM sleep and induce cFos immunoreactivity in the vlPAG/LPT region (Chang and Lu, unpublished observations). The antidepressants may directly activate the REM-off vlPAG/LPT neurons and/or inactivate the REM-on SLD-cLDT neurons in order to produce REM suppression.

Neurons in the caudal medulla may contribute to REM sleep regulation

Although the dorsolateral pons has been considered to be the primary control center for the generation of REM sleep, many studies have also indicated an important role for the medullary structures in this process. For example, transections at the caudal pontine levels or pontomedullary junction in cats and rats completely abolished REM sleep, whereas spinal transections did not affect REM sleep (Webster et al., 1986; Siegel et al., 1986; Vanni-Mercier et al., 1991; Gottesmann et al., 1995). Pontine carbachol was not able to induce REM sleep in cats after transections at the pontomedullary junction (Vanni-Mercier et al., 1991). Moreover, electrolytic lesions in the rostroventral medulla (RVM) that sever the fiber pathways connecting the pons and caudal medulla eliminate REM sleep without altering NREM sleep (Sastre et al., 1981). Thus, when the pons and medulla are separated from each other, REM sleep is no longer evident, suggesting that the pons alone is insufficient for REM sleep generation and that the connections between the pons and the medulla are necessary for the appearance of this sleep stage. In addition, REM sleep-active neurons are found to be widely distributed throughout the caudal medulla, including the magnocellular reticular field, parvocellular reticular formation (PCrT)
The key neurons for the regulation of REM sleep are located in the cLDT-SLD in the dorsolateral pons. In the flip-flop circuit model of REM sleep regulation (Lu et al., 2006), the REM-on GABAergic neurons located in this region and the REM-off GABAergic neurons in the vPAG-LPT inhibit each other. This mutual inhibition may explain the sharp transitions into and out of REM sleep. The REM-off neurons in the vPAG-LPT also inhibit the glutamatergic neurons in the cLDT-SLD that control REM amounts and generate the cardinal signs of REM sleep (see also Figs. 2 and 4). These neurons are under the control of sleep-active, anterior hypothalamic neurons of the eVLPO and orexin (OX) and melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) neurons of the posterior, lateral hypothalamus. Monoaminergic and cholinergic neurons in the brainstem (not shown in the figure) are not part of this circuitry, but may modulate it. The antero-posterior levels of the sections are from the rat atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2009). Abbreviations: eVLPO = extended ventrolateral preoptic nucleus; vPAG = ventrolateral periaqueductal gray; LPT = lateral pontine tegmentum; SLD = sublaterodorsal nucleus; cLDT = caudal laterodorsal segmental nucleus; BF = basal forebrain.
and lateral and dorsal paragigantocellularis (LPGi and DPGi) (Netick et al., 1977; Steriade et al., 1984; Sakai, 1988; Yamuy et al., 1993; Boissard et al., 2002; Goutagny et al., 2008). A large number of GABAergic neurons in the above-mentioned cell groups in the caudal medulla expressed cFos following periods of REM sleep hypersomnia (Sapin et al., 2009). More importantly, neurotoxic lesions in the ventromedial medulla (VMM) lying dorsal to the inferior olive resulted in major reductions in REM sleep in cats and rats (Holmes and Jones, 1994; Vetrivelan et al., 2009). Cell-specific lesions of other medullary regions, including the parvicellular reticular formation (PCRt) (Anaclet et al., 2010) and nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS) also consistently produced moderate reductions of REM sleep amounts (Anaclet and Lu, unpublished results). These findings suggest that the caudal medulla may also contain neurons critical for controlling REM sleep, and that the interaction between these neurons and the pontine REM-on regions may play a major role in the generation and maintenance of REM sleep. Alternatively, these neurons may be critical for inhibiting the ‘REM-off’ monoaminergic neurons in the pons, so that REM sleep may occur (permissive role). Characterization of the medullary REM-active neurons, the neurotransmitters involved and their interaction with the pontine REM sleep network requires further research.

Muscle tone regulation during REM sleep

Separating the muscle-related signatures of REM sleep into two processes, tonic (atonia) and phasic (muscle twitches), facilitates a better understanding of these events. While atonia occurs in almost all non-respiratory muscles during REM sleep, phasic activity occurs primarily in the cranial muscles and those of the extremities. Cranial muscle phasic events include rapid eye movements and twitching of the jaw, facial and tongue muscles during REM sleep (Chase and Morales, 1990; Burgess et al., 2008, Anaclet et al., 2010; Siegel, 2011). Although it is reasonable to hypothesize that the postural and cranial motor systems have a common mechanism of REM atonia, many differences are apparent. By simultaneously recording masseter EMG (jaw muscles), electrooculogram, and neck EMG, we found that there is no apparent temporal synchronization among neck, jaw and ocular muscles during natural REM sleep in rats (Anaclet et al., 2010). These observations led us to hypothesize that the muscle twitches during REM sleep in cranial vs. postural muscles may be under independent control mechanisms; or even if there is a common upstream control, there must be multiple, discrete control processes for the individual cranial motor nuclei (Lu et al., 2005; Fraigne and Orem, 2011). Results from our laboratory and others further confirm this hypothesis (see below).

Regulation of muscle tone in spinal musculature during REM sleep

In the 1960s and 70s, two laboratories headed by Michel Jouvet and Adrian Morrison found that electrolytic lesions in the subcoeruleus region (ventral to the LC) resulted in REM sleep without atonia in cats (Jouvet and Mounier, 1960; Henley and Morrison, 1974; Hendricks et al., 1982). These cats showed disinhibited behaviors ranging from twitching and jerking to complex motor behaviors, such as appearing to chase a mouse. In 1986, Schenck and colleagues identified a similar human behavioral phenotype and named it REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD; Schenck et al., 1986). Recent studies from our laboratory and others have revealed the complex nature of the brainstem circuitry responsible for REM atonia (Lai and Siegel, 1998; Lu et al., 2006; Luppi et al., 2006; Siegel, 2011). Specifically, we showed that neurotoxic lesions of the SLD resulted in REM without atonia in rats. Using time-lock video recording synchronized with EEG and EMG, we found that rats with SLD lesions exhibit a wide range of behavior such as jerking, twitching, walking, running and ‘leaping’ while in REM sleep, similar to the behavioral phenotypes observed in humans with RBD and after large lesions in the dorsolateral pons in cats (Lu et al., 2006). Consistent with these observations, human patients with RBD were found to have lesions in the subcoeruleus (SLD equivalent in humans) region caused by either inflammation or stroke (Limousin et al., 2009; Xi and Luning, 2009). Thus, lesions in the subcoeruleus in humans appear to be the mostly likely cause of RBD (Arnulf et al., 2000; Boeve et al., 2007a,b; Scherfler et al., 2011). Following the demonstration that rats with SLD
lesions abolish muscle atonia, we then sought to determine the pathways by which the SLD may bring about muscle atonia during REM sleep. We traced the descending projections from the SLD by injecting an anterograde tracer, adeno-associated viral vector containing green fluorescent protein (AAV-GFP), into this region in rats. Consistent with previous reports, we traced axons through the medial pontine and medullary reticular formation to the spinal ventral horn (Lu et al., 2006). As most of these descending projections from the SLD are glutamatergic, we hypothesized that glutamatergic neurons in the SLD contribute to muscle atonia during REM sleep. Consistently, specific and focal elimination of glutamate neurotransmission from the SLD resulted in the loss of muscle atonia during REM sleep, which mimicked the SLD lesions in rats (Krenzer et al., 2010). Many studies have suggested that the ventromedial medulla (VMM), which receives glutamatergic inputs from the SLD, may be the relay site for the pontine inhibitory area on spinal motor neurons (Sakai et al., 1981; Chase and Morales, 1990). The VMM, as defined by Holstege (1996), comprises the ventral medullary region extending from the caudal part of the inferior olive to the caudal part of the trapezoid body. This region includes many subregions or nuclei such as the paramedian reticular nucleus, ventral gigantocellular nucleus (GiV, known as the magnocellular tegmental field in cats) and ventromedial part of the paragigantocellular nucleus at the level of the inferior olive. More rostrally, it comprises the gigantocellular nucleus-pars alpha (known as the magnocellular nucleus in cats) and the rostral part of the paragigantocellular nucleus (Andrezik and Beitz, 1985; Holstege, 1996). Using a variety of approaches, including cFos immunohistochemistry, electrical and pharmacological stimulation and cytotoxic and genetic lesions, each of these subregions has been implicated in the REM atonia process (see below). However, this entire region (VMM) contains premotor (ventral horn-projecting) neurons known to be responsible for the inhibition of spinal motor neurons (Holstege and Bongers, 1991; Fort et al., 1993; Rampon et al., 1996; Stornetta and Guyenet, 1999), and hence the term ‘VMM’ is used in this review and no attempt is made to further differentiate its subregions. On the other hand, the rostroventral medulla (RVM) that mainly contains the neurons projecting to the spinal cord dorsal horn is not considered a part of the VMM. In general support of the hypothesis that the VMM is necessary for the pontine control of muscle atonia, electrical and pharmacological stimulation of this region in decerebrate rats and cats produced muscle atonia (Lai and Siegel, 1988, 1991, 1992, 1997; Hajnik et al., 2000). A subset of VMM neurons in dogs is active only during periods of complete muscle atonia (Siegel et al., 1991). Moreover, glycine-immunoreactive neurons in the VMM expressed cFos following carbachol-induced REM sleep atonia (Morales et al., 2006). Electrolytic and chemical lesions of this region produced REM without atonia in cats (Schenkel and Siegel, 1989; Holmes and Jones, 1994). Consistent with these observations, we found that orexin-saporin lesions in a restricted region of the VMM lying immediately dorsal to the inferior olive in rats also resulted in high amplitude phasic muscle activity during REM sleep (Vetrivelan et al., 2009). These muscle activities were rapid, jerky, and visible (by video) twitches that ranged in frequency from 0.5 to 16 per minute of REM sleep (on average 5 myoclonic jerks/min of REM sleep). Many of these animals also demonstrated abrupt, violent phasic activity, including accelerating themselves into the cage walls while in REM sleep. VMM lesions, however, did not result in any coordinated behavior (such as walking) while in REM sleep, such as those observed after SLD lesions (Lu et al., 2006; Vetrivelan et al., 2009). Whereas most of the movements seen in the VMM-lesioned rats were rapid and jerky, slow head rising or whole body movements were also occasionally observed. These studies indicate that VMM neurons may be the relay site for the SLD control of spinal motor neurons. To characterize the neurotransmitter(s) involved in this relay, we specifically eliminated glutamate or GABA/glycine neurotransmission from the VMM neurons. As glutamate knockout in the VMM produced more prominent phasic activity in the neck EMG than that produced by GABA/glycine knockout, we suggested that glutamate neurotransmission in the VMM may be more important than GABA/glycine for suppressing phasic motor activity during REM sleep (Vetrivelan et al., 2009). One important point, however, to consider is that neither VMM lesions nor glutamate or GABA/glycine deletion from the VMM neurons resulted in
a complete loss of muscle atonia, as was observed after SLD lesions in rats or specific elimination of glutamate from SLD neurons in mice. Periods of complete muscle atonia (the tonic component) were observed in most of the REM episodes following these cytotoxic or genetic lesions (Vetrivelan et al., 2009). Thus, these studies collectively indicate that VMM neurons may contribute to but are not sufficient for generating muscle atonia during REM sleep. This idea is consistent with the previous observations that VMM stimulation was not able to produce REM atonia after inactivation of the pons by lidocaine in decerebrate cats (Kohyama et al., 1998). Thus, it is possible that a bidirectional communication between the SLD and VMM plays a crucial role in muscle atonia during REM sleep. These authors further hypothesized that the medial medulla may activate the pontine elements that directly or multisynaptically descend to the spinal cord to inhibit motoneurons (Kohyama et al., 1998). Accordingly, the SLD also has direct glutamatergic projections to the spinal ventral horn, and anterograde tracing studies have shown that SLD neurons form appositions with parvalbumin-immunoreactive cells in lamina VIII, most of which belong to the class VI interneurons that innervate spinal motor neurons (Lu et al., 2006). About 10% of these spinal cord-projecting SLD neurons expressed cFos after enhanced REM sleep in rats (Lu et al., 2006). These spinal projecting SLD neurons may be different from the ones that project to the VMM (Vetrivelan et al., 2009). Thus, the glutamatergic neurons in the SLD may directly act on GABA/glycinergic interneurons in the spinal cord in addition to relaying through the VMM to bring about muscle atonia during REM sleep (Fig. 2). Hence, specific elimination of GABA/glycinergic neurotransmission from both the VMM and spinal cord interneurons may be required to reverse REM atonia. In addition to GABA/glycinergic neurotransmission, monoaminergic, orexinergic and MCHergic neurons may play a role in REM atonia either by their direct projections to the spinal cord or by acting on the SLD and/or VMM neurons (Siegel, 2005; Hasani et al., 2009; Saper et al., 2010; Willie et al., 2011).

Taken together, the brainstem mechanisms controlling muscle atonia during REM sleep appears to be more complicated than presently understood. Active inhibition of the spinal motor neurons by GABA/glycine (Fig. 2) and disfacilitation resulting from the withdrawal of activating influences by noradrenergic, serotonergic and orexinergic neurons may underlie postural muscle atonia during REM sleep (Kubin et al., 1998; Fenik et al., 2005; Siegel, 2011). On the other hand, the cell group(s) responsible for the phasic twitches in spinal musculature during REM sleep is currently unknown. Karlsson and Blumberg (2005) have shown that caudal pontine but not midbrain transections in pups significantly reduce spinal motor phasic activity, indicating that the pons may contain the key neural elements for these events.

**Muscle tone regulation in the cranial muscles during REM sleep**

We will first describe the mechanisms responsible for generating phasic twitches in the cranial muscles before discussing cranial muscle atonia. The trigeminal motor nucleus (Mo5) is the largest among the cranial motor nuclei and relatively easy to approach, so the Mo5 motor system has been widely used as a model system for studying the REM muscle twitches in cranial muscles. The Mo5 has two functional divisions: a ventromedial region containing motoneurons innervating the jaw-opening muscles, and a dorsolateral region containing the motoneurons of jaw closure (Fay and Norgren, 1997). The jaw-closing masseter muscles exhibit prominent phasic activity during REM sleep (Lavigne et al., 2001). Using a reverse microdialysis approach, Peever and colleagues have shown that functional glutamatergic drive is responsible for generating the phasic twitches in masseter muscles during REM sleep (Brooks and Peever, 2008a,b; Burgess et al., 2008), as initially proposed by Chase and colleagues (Chase and Morales, 1990). However, loss of this glutamatergic drive was not sufficient for triggering REM motor atonia, i.e., tonic process, as activation of neither AMPA nor NMDA receptors on trigeminal motoneurons reversed masseter atonia.

Mo5 receives glutamatergic projections predominantly from the parvo cellular reticular nucleus (PCrT), but also a less dense input from the parame dian reticular area (PMnR) (Travers and Norgren, 1983, Travers et al., 2005). To determine if the PCrT and PMnR drive masseter phasic activity in REM sleep, we made cell-body lesions in these nuclei and other control sites surrounding these regions. We found that lesions in the rostral PCrT (rPCrT) and...
PMnR significantly reduced masseter phasic activity during REM sleep without affecting neck muscle activity (Anaclet et al., 2010). In contrast, although lesions of the SLD produced jerking and twitching of postural muscles, they did not affect masseter (tonic or phasic) activity during REM sleep. These lesions also did not affect ocular activity during REM sleep, lending support to the hypothesis that differential regulatory systems exist for REM atonia in the cranial and spinal muscles (Kubin et al., 1993; Anaclet et al., 2010).

As the Mo5 receives glutamatergic afferents from the rPCRt and lesions in this region substantially reduced masseter phasic activity, we further hypothesized that specific loss of glutamatergic neurotransmission in the rPCRt would abolish masseter phasic
twitches during REM sleep. Hence, we focally and selectively eliminated glutamate neurotransmission from the rPCrt (Fig. 3) using specific conditional knockout mice and adeno-associated viral vectors. As expected, loss of glutamate release from rPCrt neurons resulted in near complete elimination of masseter twitches during REM sleep (Anaclet et al., 2010). Although we did not study the phasic twitches in the facial and tongue muscles in these animal models, it has been shown that the PCrt also projects to the facial (Mo7) and hypoglossal (Mo12) nuclei in addition to the Mo5 (Travers et al., 2005). Thus, we hypothesize that glutamatergic neurons in the PCrt may be responsible for driving phasic twitches in the facial and hypoglossal muscles as well. Studies are ongoing in our laboratory to confirm this hypothesis. Moreover, the upstream site controlling the PCrt glutamatergic neurons in the generation of these phasic twitches is not currently known, although we have ruled out the possibility of the SLD being this control center.

Our current understanding of the mechanisms controlling atonia (tonic) in the cranial muscles is surprisingly limited despite that significant work has been done in this field. Classical work by Chase and his colleagues first showed that, as in the spinal motor neurons, glycine-mediated postsynaptic inhibition occurs in cranial musculature because administration of a glycine antagonist, strychnine, abolished inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in the Mo5 and Mo12 motor neurons (Chase et al., 1989; Kohlmeier et al., 1996, 1997; Yamuy et al., 1999). However, in vivo microdialysis of strychnine or bicuculline (GABA-A antagonist) into the Mo5 motor pool had no effect on REM masseter atonia (Brooks and Peever, 2008a,b). In addition, antagonism of both glycine and GABA_A receptors had no effect on masseter muscle atonia during REM sleep (Brooks and Peever, 2008a,b). Similarly, microinjections of strychnine or bicuculline into the Mo12 had little effect on the suppression of hypoglossal nerve activity during carbachol-induced REM sleep atonia in decerebrate cats, and during natural REM sleep in rats (Kubin et al., 1993; Morrison et al., 2003), indicating a limited role for inhibitory amino acid neurotransmitters in cranial muscle atonia. On the other hand, multiple lines of evidences support a role for monoamines, particularly serotonin and norepinephrine, in cranial muscle atonia (Kubin et al., 1998; Kodama et al., 2003; Fenik et al., 2005). For example, extracellular levels of norepinephrine and serotonin decrease in the Mo12 neuronal pool during carbachol-induced REM sleep (Kubin et al., 1994; Lai et al., 2001), and noradrenergic and serotonergic agonists excite Mo12 neurons (Kubin et al., 1998). Although noradrenaline did not directly modulate masseter muscle tone, it indirectly increased it by amplifying the prevailing glutamate-driven excitation of the trigeminal motoneurons in anesthetized rats (Schwarz et al., 2008). More importantly, the combined blockade of excitatory adrenergic and serotonergic receptors was both necessary and sufficient to abolish the REM sleep-like depression of Mo12 motoneuronal activity in rats (Fenik et al., 2005). Collectively, these results indicate a major role for monoaminergic disfacilitation in mediating REM atonia (tonic) in cranial muscles.

**Neural pathways controlling the other signs of REM sleep**

In addition to muscle atonia, REM sleep is also accompanied by cortical activation, autonomic fluctuations (irregularities in heart rate, respiratory rate) and penile erection in men. The thalamocortical system has widely been considered a major source of cortical activation (Steriade et al., 1993; Llinas and Steriade, 2006), and is believed to be regulated by the ascending reticular activating system (ARAS) as originally proposed by Moruzzi and Magoun (1949). However, a recent study from our lab demonstrated that the ascending projections from the parabrachial nucleus and precoeruleus region (PB-PC), relayed by the basal forebrain (BF) to the cerebral cortex, may be critical for behavioral or electrocortical arousal, whereas the previously described reticulo-thalamo-cortical pathway may play a very limited role in this process (Fuller et al., 2011). Furthermore, retrograde tracing from the PB, BF and intralaminar thalamus in mice showed that only the PB received significant glutamatergic inputs from the cLDT-SLD (Krenzer and Lu, unpublished observations). Thus, these evidences indicate that cortical activation during REM sleep may involve activation of PB-PC ascending projections to the BF (Fig. 4). While the neural mechanisms responsible for cortical activation is relatively well understood, those controlling penile erections and autonomic fluc-
...tations are far from clear. Nevertheless, studies by Schmidt and colleagues showed that the brainstem is not sufficient to generate penile erections during REM sleep, as rostral midbrain transections abolished REM-related erections (Schmidt et al., 1999). The studies that followed revealed a critical role for the lateral preoptic region (LPOA) in this process. Chemical lesions of the LPOA specifically disrupt REM-related penile erections while leaving wake-related erections intact (Schmidt et al., 2000). Moreover, electrical stimulation of the dorsal pontine tegmentum, specifically the LDT and the surrounding regions, induced penile erections in rats (Salas et al., 2008). These studies indicate that REM-on neurons in the cLDT may activate the LPOA for controlling REM-related erections. The LPOA may activate the paraventricular nucleus of hypothalamus (PVH), which contains pre-autonomic neurons that project to the intermediolateral column in the spinal cord and thus may mediate REM-erectons. However, confirmatory evidence for a role of the PVH in REM-related erections is still lacking. Moreover, it is not clear whether the pathway from the REM-on regions in the pons to the hypothalamic regions is also responsible for phasic autonomic events (autonomic fluctuations) such as irregular heart rate and respiration during REM sleep. However, while pure autonomic failure (absence of the phasic autonomic events) is observed in RBD patients (Braak et al., 2006; Gagnon et al., 2006a,b; Boeve et al., 2007a,b; Postuma et al., 2011), penile erection still occurs during REM sleep in several RBD patients (Oudiette et al., 2010), indicating that different pathways may be involved in these two processes.

Fig. 3. - Proposed neural circuitry for phasic muscle twitches in the masseter muscles. Glutamatergic neurons in the rostral parvicellular reticular nucleus (rPCRt) project to the trigeminal motor nuclei. These neurons are critical for generating the phasic muscle twitches in masseter muscles during REM sleep. As the rPCRt neurons also project to the facial and hypoglossal nuclei, it is possible that these neurons are responsible for generating phasic twitches in the facial and tongue muscles as well. The antero-posterior levels of the sections are from the rat atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2009). Abbreviations: SLD = sublaterordorsal nucleus; Mo5 = trigeminal motor nucleus; Mo7 = facial motor nucleus; PB = parabrachial nucleus.
From a clinical viewpoint, understanding the neural circuitries regulating REM sleep and muscle atonia may provide a framework for understanding the pathophysiology of RBD. RBD is a parasomnia that is typically manifested as ‘dream enactment’ behavior, i.e., involuntary nocturnal movements such as kicking, punching, shouting, and screaming during REM sleep (for a review, see Boeve et al., 2007a,b). From long-term epidemiological studies, RBD is now recognized as an early sign of neural degenera-

**Summary and clinical implications**

From a clinical viewpoint, understanding the neural circuitries regulating REM sleep and muscle atonia may provide a framework for understanding the pathophysiology of RBD. RBD is a parasomnia that is typically manifested as ‘dream enactment’ behavior, i.e., involuntary nocturnal movements such as kicking, punching, shouting, and screaming during REM sleep (for a review, see Boeve et al., 2007a,b). From long-term epidemiological studies, RBD is now recognized as an early sign of neural degenera-

**Fig. 4.** The neural circuitry proposed for REM EEG control. The REM-on glutamatergic neurons in the cLDT-SLD project to the basal forebrain (BF) via a relay in the parabrachial-precocereuleus complex (PB). In turn, the BF cholinergic and non-cholinergic neurons project extensively to the cortex. This circuit may play a key role in cortical activation during REM sleep. The antero-posterior levels of the sections are from the rat atlas of Paxinos and Watson (2009). Abbreviations: vlPAG = ventrolateral periaqueductal gray; LPT = lateral pontine tegmentum; SLD = sublaterordorsal nucleus; cLDT = caudal laterodorsal tegmental nucleus.
tive disease, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD). RBD often precedes Parkinsonian symptoms by a decade (Schenck and Mahowald, 2005; Boeve et al., 2007; Mahowald et al., 2007). Thus, the diagnosis of RBD may provide an early therapeutic window for delaying or preventing the full development of PD (Olson et al., 2000; Boeve et al., 2001; Gagnon et al., 2006a,b).

Although the brainstem is clearly implicated in RBD pathogenesis, the identity of the neural networks that become dysfunctional in RBD is currently unknown. The above-mentioned findings from animal models suggest a possible critical role for the glutamatergic SLD neurons in RBD and subsequent PD. Interestingly, several case reports indicate that lesions restricted to the dorsal pontine tegmentum (presumably involving the SLD region) can cause RBD (Mathis et al., 2007; Xi and Luning, 2009; Limousin et al., 2009). Distinct structural tissue abnormalities (identified via MRI) were found in the pontine tegmentum in idiopathic RBD subjects (Scherfler et al., 2011). Moreover, secondary RBD is associated with PD, dementia with Lewy bodies and multiple system atrophy and prominent alpha synuclein pathology and neuronal loss in the midbrain and pontomedullary brainstem areas, presumably including the SLD and/or the VMM, were observed in these neurodegenerative disorders (Braak et al., 2001, 2006; Iranzo et al., 2005). One additional observation in RBD patients is that while the RBD gets progressively worse over time, the total amount of REM sleep is typically not altered (Iranzo et al., 2009). Thus, it seems that the reticulospinal neurons in the VMM and/or SLD may be affected in these cases, while the SLD-cLDT glutamatergic neurons that control REM sleep amounts are either minimally affected or intact. However, the mechanisms underlying the selective vulnerability of these reticulospinal glutamatergic neurons in RBD are not currently known.
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